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 We have all heard of, and perhaps made,” new years resolutions”.  Most of 
the time, these “commitments” last a matter of days.  The basic thought is 
good.  Review where you are, and look at the changes you want to make.  
Resolve yourself to a new way, a new plan.  Resolve, Resolute, Resolution.  
I think the reason most of these resolutions don’t stick is because they were 
made at about 11:50 PM, have buzzed, on December 31st.   
 
I am proposing something similar, but with enough time in advance of the 
new year to really do some critical thinking.  Often time’s normal work 
loads lighten as we approach Christmas, and it can be a good time to do 
some year end reflection and planning as we conclude the year.  Walk with 
me as I propose that we answer ten year end questions that will help us 
prepare for the new year.    
 
 
Question Number 1: 
 
Are your basic business disciplines sound, productive and consistent? 
I look at business as performing the right behaviors consistently.  Constant 
marketing, constant discussions, constant questions of proposition!  If the 
phone is not ringing, marketing must have stopped or is incorrect.  If we are 
not face to face with sellers and investors, there is a flaw in our basic 
structure.  Are we spending our time doing the behaviors that create results? 
All those who have gone through Power Players know well what I am 
talking about.  Behaviors are listed and given point assignments.  Each 
Power Player knows how many points a day they need to make to achieve 
their desired goal.  If we want to achieve a desired goal, we need to do the 
right things in the right amounts in order to succeed.  There are really no 
secrets here.  Are you doing the right things, and are you doing those things 
frequently enough?   



 
 
Question Number 2: 
 
Are you growing, being stretched, learning, and out of your comfort zone?  
This is a gauge that needs to be monitored carefully.  Apathy and 
complacency are the bookends of demise.  Pressing our abilities, and 
consistent butterflies of endeavor are the bookends of achievement.   Being 
focused and on task is presupposed by direction.  If we do not know where 
we are going, how do we propose to get there?  And so with the importance 
of pressing hard comes with it the importance of pressing with direction.  
Life is not meant to be lived in your comfort zone.  Do something every day 
that moves your gauge, but do it with focused intent.    
 
 
Question Number 3: 
 
Who haven’t you met that you want to, and need to, meet?  Who haven’t you 
studied enough? If we are a product of our associations, who do you wish to 
introduce into your life that you feel will have a positive influence on you 
and the direction you are going?   If it is a person, make a plan to meet them.  
Let them know why you want to spend some time with them.  Go out of 
your way to do so.  Short of being a stocker, make no excuse as to why this 
cannot happen.  Think on where your life would be if every year you made it 
your endeavor to add one significant person to your personal association 
network.  Just one a year!   If there is no way to meet this person face to 
face, endeavor to read everything they have written.  What books will you 
read this next year?  Make your list now.  Put the list in order.  Make it your 
habit to read each day.  Send out an e-mail to your respected contacts and 
ask them to name the book they have read that have had the greatest positive 
influence on them and why.  Start here.  A side bar to this discipline, go to 
the list of exceptional 18 minute TED speeches.  Endeavor to listen to a new 
one each week.  Expand your brain.  Press your knowledge.  Have an 
opinion.  What goes in our brain comes out and shows itself in our life.  Be 
deliberate about the associations you have and the content that you allow 
into your brain.  
 
  
 



Question Number 4:   
 
Is there any person you need to apologize to?  Have you wronged someone?  
Make it a part of your year end to have a clean slate.  If you have hurt 
someone, say you are sorry to them and mean it.  Clean up your mind from 
baggage and guilt of your wrong doing.  We all make mistakes.  Look at 
these and say it like it is….”I was an asshole….will you forgive me?”   We 
all start this life and can identify to the minute when that happened.  It is 
called a birth certificate!   However,  when it will end is a complete 
unknown.  Be motivated by this reality to be current.  Come to those you 
have wronged and say so.  From here, what they do is up to them.  You 
however, can move forward unencumbered because you have done the right 
thing and admitted your mistake and asked for forgiveness.   
The only way to move forward from a mistake is to own it, put it out there, 
ask for forgiveness, and change course never to repeat the mistake again.   
 
 
Question Number 5: 
 
Do you have a structured vehicle to give?  Is philanthropy a part of your life  
/ business plan?  One of the things I have learned from Abie is this:  Giving 
is a prerequisite to fulfillment.  Think on Christmas.  Do you receive more 
joy opening presents, or watching a loved one open a present given by you?  
Everyday we need to adopt this reality.  Giving is what it is all about.  
Without it, the very structure and endeavor of everything else lacks meaning.   
Give of your time, give of your gifts, give of your money.  Find a cause and 
make it your own.  You will find that you will receive far more than you 
ever will give.   
 
 
Question Number 6: 
 
Is your earth suit ready to roll?  Are you eating right?  Are you getting 
enough rest?  Are you drinking water and exercising enough?   Are you 
taking your vitamin supplements?  Are you keeping your energy consistent 
throughout the day, or do you find that you go up and down?  Think of 
yourself as a marathon runner.  Feeling good and strong throughout the long 
full days is the ultimate objective.   Do you feel fit for action?  Your body is 
the vehicle that you move in.  Is your vehicle tuned up and ready to race? 



 
 
 Question Number 7: 
 
What did you try that worked and why….and what did you try that did not 
work and why?  When we are pressing it, we will endeavor to experiment on 
new business strategies and models.  We will try different forms of 
marketing, different types of projects, and different forms of proposals to our 
audience and clients.  We need to de-brief what the actual results of our 
efforts were.  For example, we send out a new marketing mailer.  A yellow 
postcard that says you want to purchase the owners house.  You send out 
1000 of these with high hopes.  Over the next 60 days you get two calls, 
both telling you to stop with the junk mail!  We would be silly or delusional 
to continue this marketing effort.  Leaving it there is not enough.  Along 
with discontinuing it, we need ask the question of “why” our attempt did not 
work.  With the “what” happened results, and some thought around “why” it 
happened, we can now move on to make correct adjustments.  
 
 
Question Number 8: 
 
If you continued doing exactly what you are doing now through-out the next 
year, where would you be?  Does this place meet your goals and objectives? 
Extrapolation….a skill we first learn at two years old.  Some how we forget 
to extrapolate when it comes to our life and our business.  Extrapolation is 
playing out the current course downstream and looking at the future with 
intelligent indicators.  If this trend continues, where is the momentum taking 
us?  When you shoot at a flying duck, you don’t aim at the duck.  Instead 
you aim at where the duck is going.  When we see where we are headed, do 
you like the extrapolated direction?  Is the momentum positive or negative?  
Is it taking you where you want to go, leaving  you at the same distance from 
your goal, or moving you further away from your target?  Extrapolate, 
adjust, and plan.   
 
 
 
 
 
 



Question Number 9: 
 
Do you like yourself?  A great indicator of this is in how you react to and 
treat those around you.  If you are angry with most everyone around you, the 
problem is not with them, the problem is with you.  A great window to self 
image is to listen to the voice in your head.  Is it underscoring possibilities or 
is it underscoring fear and discontent?  Liking yourself is a prerequisite to 
liking another.  Loving yourself is a prerequisite to loving another.  
Forgiving yourself is a prerequisite to forgiving another.  Being good to and 
for another is only possible if we are good for and to ourselves.  How do you 
feel about you?  Are you proud of yourself, or disgusted in yourself?  “In the 
event of an emergency, put on your own mask first” What are you going to 
do to improve the way you feel about yourself?   
  
 
Question Number 10: 
 
Are you making enough money?  Everyone is different here, but in your 
own analysis, are you being fairly compensated for the time, energy, risk, 
stress, and overall cost to be in the field of endeavor?  Everything is an 
exchange.  Are the dollars coming in a fair exchange for the effort going 
out?  If so, how do we up the ante to make it an even better exchange, and if 
not, how do we increase profits to tip the scales of exchange in our favor?   
I am of the mind that in order to make more, you have to be more valuable.  
Are you doing what it takes to be the very best in your field?  Are you the 
go-to person?  Are you the one who gets things done, and everyone around 
you knows it, or do you blend in like beige on off white?  For the most part, 
I feel life is fair in this department.  If we want to change the return on 
effort, we need to change the quality of the effort we put forth in exchange.  
 
Of the ten questions to consider, which one challenges you the most?  I look 
forward to your response.  E-mail me at gregandshauna@reachreturns.com.   
My best as you plan for a fantastic new year.   
 

 
 
 


